WORD SCRAMBLE
Can you unscramble the driver names below?

1. ASCRNA SKDI: __________________________

2. ENGRE GAFL: __________________________

3. EACR NRENWI: __________________________

4. IPT POTS: ______________________________

5. SEHCA TTLIOEL: _________________________

6. NYRA LEBANY: __________________________

7. UBABB ALCEWLA: _________________________

8. NDAILE UÁSRZE: _________________________

9. YLKE USBHC: ____________________________
RACE DAY CHALLENGES

1. 28 tires
2. 18 kids
3. 300 miles
4. 80 lug nuts

COMPLETE THE FACT

The first Daytona 500 was held on February 22, 1959. More than 41,000 fans were in attendance for the event. The winner wasn't decided until 61 hours after the checkered flag. Lee Petty was declared the winner by 2 feet.

WORD SEARCH


UNDER THE HOOD


NASCAR TRIVIA


FLAG MATCH